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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 

The writer found out that English was very important and during her 

internship, English became one of the supporting language, besides Indonesian 

language. The writer also realized that when it comes to a  task related to 

communication. English has a role to be the second language when 

communicating with people who do not speak Indonesian. 

After the internship, the writer got experience to be an assistant producer. 

She have learned so many things about broadcasting world, especially for those 

who works behind the scene. They have a very important position in mantaining 

the success of a radio. 

The writer used internship as one of her link to get a job in a field that she 

has been interested with. She chose Prima Radio because she thinks that Prima 

Radio is a good place to learn new things, remembering that most of the staffs  are 

still young. Fortunately, the writer got hired after the internship is done. She is 

now become the main producer of “Kantor Pak Jon”, the program that she 

handled when she had her internship.  

This radio has given good experience for the writer. All of the workers 

treated her well during the internship and they patiently taught the writer all the 

things that she did not know about being a producer. Prima Radio has complete 

facilities. When it is compared to another radio in Surabaya, the writer found that 

Prima Radio has a very comfortable and friendly working environment. Prima 
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Radio is highly suggested for those who wants to do an internship but still has 

another thing to do, because the schedule in Prima Radio is very flexible and they 

do not mind to accept active students. 
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